
PARKS, RECREATION & YOUTH COMMITTEE MEETING 
 MAY 4, 2011 

 
Chairwoman Jones called a Parks, Recreation & Youth Committee Meeting for Wednesday, May 
04, 2011 at 6:30 PM in the Euclid Municipal Center Council Chamber.      
 

AGENDA 
Ord. (252-11)  An ordinance amending Section 947.04, “Animals and Dogs” of the Streets, 
Utilities and Public Services Code of the Codified Ordinances for the City of Euclid.  (Sponsored by 
Councilperson Van Ho) 
 
Members Present:  Langman, O’Neill, Wojtila, Jones 
   Excused:   Scarniench 
 
Councilman Wojtila moved to excuse Councilwoman Scarniench.  Councilman Langman seconded.  
Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Others Present:  Asst. Prosecutor Carter, Council President Holzheimer Gail, Councilman Van Ho, 
Clerk of Council Cahill. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – We have a copy of the ordinance with the proposed changes and I’d like to 
recognize Jason Carter the Asst. Law Director.  Jason I will turn it over to you first if you have any 
comments you’d like to make regarding this ordinance? 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – I do not at this time. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – The ordinance was introduced by Councilman Van Ho and I would like to say 
thank you for coming Councilman Van Ho and recognize that you’re here and I’d also like to 
recognize Council President Holzheimer Gail for being here this evening also.  Councilman Van 
Ho, would you like to make any comments regarding the ordinance? 
 
Councilman Van Ho – The times have changed, dogs are much more apart of urban life than they 
were in the 50’s and 60’s.  I think we need to change as a city also because we talk about trying to 
get young professionals to move in here and young professionals have a lot of dogs because they are 
generally marrying late so they have them for security and they have them for companionship.  My 
own daughter, I have talked with her time and time again, she moves around quite a bit because she 
is in the service.  If she goes to look at a house and they don’t allow dogs to be exercised in their 
parks, in fact she looks for dog parks also, she just goes onto the next city because it doesn’t fit her 
lifestyle the way it doesn’t fit a lot of the very people that I hear people on Council say we need to 
get more of these type of people in, the young urban professionals. 
 There are people now that ignore the law that prohibits dogs from being in the parks.  I’ve 
heard comments about how many people are in Memorial Park.  I don’t see dog feces all over the 
place and I haven’t heard of anybody being attacked by a dog in Memorial.  I think it is time that we 
put back this illusion, we can’t have dog parks or dog leashes because all of our dogs are going to 
be much worse than Wickliffe, Willoughby, Willowick.  The only surrounding community that I 
found that didn’t allow dogs on leashes in their parks was South Euclid; that’s because they have a 
dog park in that city.  When I talk to the people, none of them could report anybody being killed by 
a dog at their parks.  The person who has the pit bull or other vicious dog is probably not going to 
bring them to the park to socialize, it is just not something they’re going to do.  If everyone is 
worried about people who have an aversion to dogs then I would say that we could make the park 
by the Senior Center not dog friendly.  With the seniors out there, if there is a problem with the 
lease getting tangled up, they stand a much better chance of falling than you or I do.   
 I do think that it is time that we service a significant portion of our population that has dogs 
and I understand for any park that we look at, there’s going to be a couple of people who say, I do 
not want them in this park.  But we’ve got to face the facts that if we’re going to try to bring in 
young urban professionals, if we’re going to serve all of our people, then this is a significant portion 
of our people.  That’s pretty much what I have to say. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I do agree mostly with Councilman Van Ho, although I do have some 
reservations about opening up all the parks to dogs on leashes.  A couple of issues that I have, I 
think a 20 ft. leash is to long of a leash to have a dog in the park; I would limit that to 10 ft.  I would 
also limit it to one park in the city and build a sunset into this ordinance.  Try it for a year or two 
years, if there’s no significant issues we can make it permanent after that.  I’m reluctant to make a 
permanent change until we see how it is impacted.  Also we are working towards a dog park and 
that might resolve many of these issues that we’re seeing with trying to attract new folks into the 
city.  Although I would be willing on a temporary basis to try the dogs in per se Memorial Park until 
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the dog park is built, but I would not be in favor of having dogs allowed in all the parks.  I 
specifically am talking about Sims Park and the Lakefront Park as well at 222.  Those are my 
thoughts and I’ll reserve comment until I hear from other council members. 
 
Councilman Langman – I personally don’t have a dog so I don’t really have a direct experience with 
it.  I think besides from citing the various communities that allow dogs in parks like Councilman 
Van Ho raised were really subjective opinions.  I can sit here that I’ve gotten many calls from folks 
that don’t want dogs in the parks at all.  They don’t see any reason to change the laws that have 
been on the books for 40 years, 50 years. 
 I do tend to agree with my colleague Councilman O’Neill that we could try it but we really 
don’t have any objective evidence to say that 90% of our residents want this change or 90% are 
against it.  I don’t just want to open it up like Councilman O’Neill said.  I think you have to go 
much, much slower and see what the impact of that is.  There are communities I believe Cleveland 
Hts. and Shaker Hts. that do ban dogs in their parks, so which community is right.   
 I would say that you have to go much much slower and pick a park.  I would not be in favor 
of trying it at Sims.  But I would say Memorial might be the best because I know that in some of the 
objections to the dog park there are concerns that dogs will see children and run after them, etc., etc.  
Dog park having fencing to keep the dogs in, just a dog on the leash, I don’t know how much 
protection that would offer children.  I do know it is not just elderly residents that are concerned, 
there are some parents that have children that do not like or fear dogs.   
 I think we have to weigh the fact that we don’t know how many are on either side of the 
argument and proceed with caution if we’re going to make any kind of change.   
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Councilman Van Ho or to Mr. Carter, do you know other communities 
certainly that do have open access to animals?  I looked at a couple, Cleveland Hts. for one does 
not.  I didn’t take a whole lot of time but I’m wondering if we do have that factual information of 
what communities allow. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I talked to the surrounding ones, South Euclid does not allow on leashes in 
parks because they have a dog park.  Willoughby, Wickliffe and Willowick all three do allow them. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – Further than that? 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I didn’t look out further than that because you start getting out into a 
different atmosphere.  I was looking around here because I couldn’t believe that a dog would attack 
someone until they got to 272 and then stop because they went into Wickliffe or Willowick. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I’m not sure the issue is attacking.  I don’t remember when this was 
changed that we didn’t allow dogs.  Issues that typically have come up, our resident knows, is 
people do not clean up after them.  They don’t always keep them on their leash and so I would be 
concerned about that enforcement.  Do we have an opinion from the Animal Control Warden? 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I did not seek that other than in passing and I did not hear her object at that 
time. 
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I’m not on this committee, but I did want to add my opinion because I 
do think it is important.  I would not be in favor of opening this up to every park right away.  If the 
issue was really we want a dog park, then we should work towards that.  If you want to try it at one 
park, I think I could be persuaded but I think we need to be aware that as much as you have signs 
that say clean up, as much as you have post the rules, if you ask other communities you’ll find those 
are the issues.  I’m not sure it is attacks and things like that, although I don’t have that factual data.  
I think it is the cleaning up after them. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – Since that seems to be the general feeling of this committee, why don’t we 
open up Memorial Park and I’ll call it the small neighborhood parks also?  A lot of people may not 
want to run down to Memorial but they may want to go their smaller neighborhood park.  It sounds 
like everyone wants to wait on Sims and the Lakefront park. 
 
Councilman Wojtila – Before we get to that, a couple of questions.  I think MetroParks does allows 
dogs, does anybody know? 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I believe they do. 
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Councilman Wojtila – The one question I had, the new paragraph, I’m saying new because it is the 
underlined paragraph B in the proposed legislation.  The first sentence talks about all dogs brought 
into the park shall be at all times kept confined either in the vehicle of the owner or harborer of such 
dog or upon adequate leash.  Saying that the dog being brought to the park has to stay confined in 
your vehicle sounds a little, I didn’t like that language because on a hot summer day I don’t like the 
idea of a dog being in the vehicle.  It almost sounds like you come to the park and you realize you 
can’t, no that wouldn’t be right.  I just thought that language a little bit, I wasn’t crazy about it. 
 I support this.  I support opening it up to Memorial Park and I like the idea of the smaller 
community parks, Willow, we have to be careful with Roosevelt because that’s not our property 
unless you’re talking about the pool property, Glenbrook, Indian Hills, Hillandale. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – That would allow people to go close and exercise their dogs.  As I look at it 
too, the question about the 20 ft. leash, I think the reason that was put in is the new retractable 
leashes as a rule are 20 ft.  The ones you see people holding and they bring their dogs back in.   
 
Councilman Wojtila – Having dogs throughout my life and having two right now, we do have the 
retractable leashes and I’m guessing they’re pretty close to the 20 ft.  I do like the idea of Memorial 
Park and the smaller neighborhood parks.   
 
Chairwoman Jones – I do have a concern with the lease being 20 ft.  When you think of 20 ft. that’s, 
if we’re talking about and I guess it would depend on what else is going on when the dogs are in the 
park.  If you have activities going on is 20 ft. going to be to long to extend it because then the dog is 
going to be get to other people or be around other people.  I did have a question or concern about 
the lease being able to extend that long.    
 Under number A, where it says animals other than dogs will not be allowed within park 
limits.  In the original ordinance it was stated, parks, playgrounds and golf courses.  Do we need to, 
if dogs are going to be allowed in the parks, is this opening up where dogs can also come on the 
golf course?  I don’t really know that’s an atmosphere where we want a dog to come to.  Would we 
need to state something restricting them from the golf course and just permit in the parks, if it is 
opened up to one park or multiple parks?   
  
Councilman Van Ho – I don’t think we want to include the golf course and I’ll tell you why.  Just 
before we brought in a new management company, they had a dog on the golf course that’s job was 
to chase the geese away.  I guess that’s a common thing amongst golf courses because I did talk to 
the golf course and they said you can get a very expensive dog.  I’m not saying we should tell them 
to buy a dog, but how do you tell people, there’s got to be some common sense.  The common sense 
is if someone takes their dog to the golf course to walk them, someone is going to have to go over 
there, whether it is the police or golf course official and say take them over to Memorial.  You 
cannot legislate against stupidity I guess is what I’m saying. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – That’s what I’m stating.  I don’t feel the golf course is a location where a dog 
should be permitted.  If we allow dogs in one park or whatever.  It needs to be restricted that they’re 
not allowed in the golf course area.   
 
Councilman Van Ho – Why not make it, unless they are a working dog?  Meaning Councilman 
O’Neill had some concerns that we’d be able to allow police dogs to work there.  I’m saying we 
should leave it open because there is a problem with geese and ducks over at our golf course.  If you 
want to do it so it says other than working dogs, that would make sense.  I really don’t have any 
desire to walk my dog on a golf course. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – The paragraph that was stricken out, it says dogs trained to assist the blind or 
deaf are exempt from provision.  If we’re going to go ahead with this, I would like to see some type 
of wording added to the new A, restricting the golf course unless it is a working dog.  I don’t know 
how you classify that as a working dog. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I think we could possibly allow for that and I’m looking at the Law Dept. as 
I say this.  If we do service dogs would that cover if they wanted to buy a dog that is special to keep 
the geese and ducks away?  I too want the blind and deaf to be able to have dogs. 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – It would ultimately depend on how the term is classified.  I’m not sure at 
this time whether service dogs would encompass all dogs in that capacity but we could look into 
seeing if that term would qualify. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – I have enough faith that you can write something to do that, correct? 
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Asst. Prosecutor Carter – I think your faith is well placed. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Working dogs would include someone coming to the golf course, not 
necessarily to play golf, but to come to Sticks for eating or whatever events are going on there.  If it 
is a person who has a dog for seeing purposes to guide them, I think that should also be allowed. 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – I believe the stricken A section could be modified to encompass both your 
desires. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I’m not an attorney, but I believe either State or Federal law prohibits anyone 
from not allowing those types of service dogs that assist the blind going onto a facility.  It would be 
considered a service dog and I don’t think we have the authority to exempt or to not allow those 
dogs on the property.  I don’t know if a blind person can golf with a dog, but they can come into the 
restaurant and attend a function that might be taking place.   
 I’m going to go back to allowing dogs in other parks in the city.  I also believe that people 
should have the right to go into a park that doesn’t have a dog.  If they are in fear of animals, they 
should be able to go to a park that they’re not in fear of any dog coming onto that property.  I again 
will reiterate that we should limit it to one park and it seems to be the most central located park is 
Memorial park and try that park on a trial basis, a year or two years, whatever we decide.  As we 
work towards getting the illusive dog park built that once that park is built maybe the focus ought to 
be that the dog people bring their dog to the dog park itself. 
 I personally am a dog lover.  I don’t have one currently but I understand the people that do 
have dogs and their passion for them. But we also have to understand that there’s other people in the 
city that for whatever reason they don’t have dogs and they don’t like them.  They shouldn’t be in 
fear if they go to the park that there’s going to be an animal there or stepping in what a dog 
normally does.  If people don’t take their due diligence to pick up after the animal, then we all kind 
of have to bare the burden of that.   
 I don’t support this legislation as it sits, but it could be tweaked a little bit to something I 
could support.   
 
Councilman Langman – Asst. Law Director Carter, I know it is not specified here but we do have 
certain regulations on pit bull type dogs.  Would those regulations automatically apply to whatever 
changes we make as proposed? 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – Yes, they would definitely apply if the dog has been declared a dangerous 
dog, those provisions would be enacted and would kick in to cover any dogs that would fall under 
that category. 
 
Councilman Langman – I agree with my colleague, Councilman O’Neill.  I’m willing to try it in one 
park, but his point is well taken, there are lots of people for whatever reason do not like dogs, fear 
dogs, don’t want to be in the same park with dogs.  I think we should take that into consideration 
and respect that.  Thank you. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I agree that I don’t want, I would rather not open it up to all parks.  If we want 
to try it for one park for maybe a year time period, I have no problem with that.  My major concern 
is that while the majority of the people will clean up after their dogs, there’s going to be some who 
are not going to do that.  Right now there are some people who have their dogs come into the parks, 
either into Sims Park, sometimes there are people with their dogs and they may not be residents of 
Euclid, or they could be whatever, we don’t know that.  It’s not going to be something an offense, 
unless somebody reports it.  This will be another thing if we allow dogs let’s say Memorial Park, it 
would not be an offense unless it is reported.  I’m thinking Memorial Park is right behind City Hall, 
there’s a lot of traffic coming in and out so it maybe easier noticed that if somebody doesn’t have 
their dog on a leash or anything like that. 
 Also my concern is that even though parks are supposed to close at dark, I’m just wondering 
with our Memorial Park plan and we eventually want to have lighting in the park and everything.  I 
also want to make sure that after hours if someone is walking their dog through the park that things, 
deposits aren’t left in the park that they’re not cleaning up. 
 I don’t really know how to regulate that other than if somebody actually sees it happening.  
Is it going to be a maintenance issue for the Parks Dept. when it comes time to clean these things 
up.  I’m not really sure if that’s a concern, that’s a concern to me. We already have staff that are 
limited in the duties, number of people, so with this being an extra duty they would have to do, is 
this going to be taxing to them to be able to handle that?  There are going to be times when it is not 
cleaned up. 
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Councilman Van Ho – I think it is going to be a lot less than what you think.  Also if you note, if 
you look at a lot of the leashes that Councilman Wojtila and I have, you’ll see a little canister right 
at the bottom of them that they make special doggy bags, believe it or not.  The days of taking your 
grocery down to pick up the mess is, they actually have bags about that big, that are right on the 
bottom of a lot of these leashes. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I understand that, but all it is going to take is those few times when it happens 
on a weekend and it is left there for a couple of days and somebody is walking their child or stroller 
or whatever to step in it or whatever.  I’m just playing Devil’s advocate trying to bring these things 
up.  I’m not saying I object, I have no problem with allowing one park, we just have to decide on 
which park and the timeframe in that.  I’m just saying that things like that are going to happen, we 
have to be prepared on how to handle that. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – Then let’s do it with Memorial Park for a period of two years and then revisit 
it.  If we’re not having problems then we can open it up to other parks.  If we are having problems, 
then we look at letting it sunset. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Before we make that decision with this committee, I would like to open it up 
to the public.  If anyone from the public has any comments, questions, or concerns, come up to the 
podium and state your name and address please. 
 
Ms. Patricia Waina – 140 E. 233 St.  Euclid.  I guess I’m here because I would like to see 
responsible dog ownership.  Currently that doesn’t happen at Sims Park next to me.  So I did some 
investigating and I found that in our city of 48,920 we have licensed dogs of 2,111; that’s from the 
County Auditor’s Office.  That’s 4.3% of our population that have dogs.   
 I also looked at a city that I feel is similar to ours, Lakewood, because it is an inner-ring city.  
They had the same issues that came up, dogs in the park.  I like what they said because they had a 
citizens committee make some recommendations.  They were doing a one year study.  They allowed 
the pilot project, one large park, one small park.  The whole thing was citizen driven.  I didn’t hear 
anything about costs and they figured that in.  They have weigh stations that the small committee 
raised money for.  They had memorials and signage that money was raised for.  They have been 
very successful.  The city merely installed these for them.  This small group of approximately ten 
committed citizens have done this.  They’ve got pet store cooperation and you know as well as I do, 
once you involve the citizens, it will be successful.  200th Street Stroll started like that and it has 
gotten bigger and bigger. 
 I see that as, I don’t know what the legislation says, I haven’t seen it, so I don’t know what 
you have written in front of you.  I would be very, very opposed to anything that doesn’t have 
citizen involvement, looking at costs and everything.  I will give you names and addresses and 
phone numbers for people that have had successful dogs in parks.  I, too, do not have a dog but I do 
watch lots of dogs so I know what it is like to be out there. 
 I guess I’m coming from that I would like to have create a responsible dog culture at this 
point in our city and then we will get people like Lakewood.  We’re very much more similar to 
Lakewood than Willoughby.  Thank you. 
 
Councilman Langman – It seems like there’s enough proposed changes that we need to have the 
legislation redrafted to incorporate the changes rather than to make the changes on the floor, is that 
the Chairwoman’s desire also? 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Yes, and I think we also talked about quite a few things.  Changes to some of 
the wording and we also talked about and does the committee want to decide tonight, or do we want 
to make the changes to the legislation and come back and revisit that and then decide if we start 
with one park and which park do we go with and what’s the duration, time period, that we want to 
go with? 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I really don’t want to delay this.  I would rather work towards the quickest 
possible means.  Summer is coming, we don’t have much time left.  We have three more council 
meetings that we can actually take action and then we have the summer break.  With the summer 
months coming, if we’re going to allow dogs in whatever park is decided, if it is decided, then I 
think we should get it done before the summer season.   
 My suggestion would be if we’re going to make a wholesale change on this proposed 
ordinance, then we’re going to have to come back with a quick meeting, Rec Committee meeting 
and present it back to City Council for a vote.  Again, I think we should take fairly quick action on 
this, your choice madam Chair. 
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President Holzheimer Gail – I don’t think it would make sense to amend this tonight to send back to 
council.  A new draft can be presented, it can be presented right to Council, if there is a need to 
have another committee meeting, it can be sent to committee or it can be brought back to committee 
for discussion and sent back.  We’re going to have plenty of Executive and Finance Committee 
meetings over the next two months, we can very easily plan two meetings, piggy-back, while 
everybody is here and have those discussions. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I would rather see that we make the changes that we talked about tonight to 
this ordinance.  Revisit that, whether its in another meeting together real short to go over that and 
then talk about which park and how long the duration is.  Does that need to be stated in the 
ordinance as far as which park we decide and the duration? 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – I think that would be very important.  If the intent is to have it drafted and 
possibly sent back to Council, I think you guys would want to submit which park and what that 
duration will be so it can be placed in the legislation. 
 
Councilman Langman – We mention the MetroParks briefly and they do allow dogs in the park.  
They also invest quite a bit of time in education, whether it is signage in the park or in their 
newsletters, they always mention about picking up after animals.  Assuming that we do adopt this in 
some form, we’re going to have to look into doing something like that on the website, ECTV, etc. to 
get the word out of how important it is to pick up after the animals. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – The communication is always challenging when you’re starting something 
new or you’re making changes, how do you communicate that to the public that now this is allowed.  
If people see others bringing their dogs to the park, they may think that okay it is allowed.  The 
major concern is cleaning up after the dogs.  Again, most people will but if somebody doesn’t know 
that’s definitely a requirement, then  they may just go on and think nothing of it.   
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – For your consideration, enforcement of this will be next to impossible.  
The enforcement will probably come citizen to citizen, more than it will come from the Prosecutor’s 
office.  You can just imagine the scenario, citizen A said citizen B let their dog defecate on the 
sidewalk.  Citizen B comes in and says I didn’t.  We have various issues of proof in that situation.  
For your consideration, whatever burden will be created by this, that burden will be bore by the city, 
be it minute or be it large. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Is it the consensus of this committee that we’re going to start with Memorial 
Park, are we deciding that now? 
 
Councilman Langman – I would say yes, that seems to be the general consensus.  I don’t know 
about adding smaller parks.  I would favor just starting with Memorial Park. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I would rather not start with smaller parks yet.  We’re going to start with one, 
start with Memorial Park and then we’ll take it from there.  Smaller parks maybe a little harder to 
enforce or at least keep track of. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – If we wanted to try a smaller park, I would say try Russell Park which is in 
my ward.  It is a small neighborhood park.  I don’t think we’re going to run into the problems that 
everybody is thinking we are.  I don’t have a problem with trying that one. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – If we’re looking at a duration, I’d rather go a year and then revisit it after that. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – Apparently this is just going to die in committee and be redrafted with new 
legislation.  There’s not a second on it, it kind of dies and Councilman Van Ho will submit some 
new legislation. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Once this legislation is changed based on what we talked about tonight. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – I don’t have a problem with Memorial Park, being pretty centrally located in 
the city.  Plus with Memorial Park, it is a big park so people if there’s dogs, people can actually go 
to another area of the park if they’re not comfortable with the dogs.  I’m willing to go with the 
consensus with just a small park or a large park, I just want to start with one, that’s all. 
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Chairwoman Jones – We didn’t talk about the signage, but we will have to change the signage and 
the ordinance that states, isn’t there another ordinance that states about dogs in the park?  Or is this 
the only ordinance? 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – There’s not to my knowledge but I can double check to be sure but I’m 
not aware of another one that specifically states reference to dogs in the park. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – If we go with Memorial Park if there is any signage around the park that 
would have to change also.   
 
President Holzheimer Gail – I like the resident’s idea of involving some residents.  I know there 
was a group of residents working on the dog park.  I know there’s a group of residents working 
through the Animal Shelter and working with Councilwoman Scarniench.  I think it would be 
beneficial to have some resident input.  Also to think about and possibly raise money or get 
donations for things like, you see the dispensers with the little bags at some of the MetroParks and 
places like that.  If we’re going to do this, maybe we need to provide that for folks with dogs.  I 
think that was a great idea and I would encourage Councilman Van Ho to follow up on that as part 
of redrafting. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – We will make the changes to the legislation and then have another committee 
meeting to talk about it further.   
 
Councilman Wojtila – I made a comment earlier that I want to change.  I said that we have to be 
careful because some of the parks are the school board’s, but that is still a park in the city.  I was 
thinking about who pays for the maintenance of that versus; currently this legislation prohibits dogs 
in parks and I think that would include a school park, regardless, a park in the city regardless if the 
school board owns that land or the city owns that land.  I just want to make that clarification.  I 
think that’s it. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I would like to after this meeting before we have our next meeting, I’m going 
to try to talk to the Parks Dept. to find out cleaning up wise, for those that don’t clean up after their 
own dogs, how will that be maintained or what department would take care of that.   
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – I’m just not sure I heard a consensus as to whether we’re doing Memorial 
Park and Russell or just Memorial? 
 
Chairwoman Jones – The consensus was Memorial Park, just the one.  Then we’re going to come 
back for another committee meeting and review the changes that were made and have any further 
discussions that were needed.  Maybe by then there will be more public that will come and speak. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – If there’s some confusion we should clear that up tonight which park we’re 
actually going to open up to the dogs and present that to Council.  I could make a motion to open it 
up to Memorial Park if that’s what we choose.  I don’t think we should leave it as to which park, up 
in the air as to which park it is going to be, I think we should resolve that tonight. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – I thought the consensus was Memorial Park. 
 
Councilman O’Neill – Russell was thrown out, but I’m an advocate for Memorial Park.  If there’s 
any objection to that?  Doesn’t seem to be. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Do you want to take a vote on Memorial Park, we can do that to make it 
official?  I think most of the people said Memorial.  Councilman Van Ho threw in Russell. 
 
Councilman Van Ho-  As an experiment on the neighborhood park.  If no one wants to try that, then 
we go with Memorial for a year and revisit it. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Do all the committee members agree with Memorial Park.  Okay, then we’ll 
go with Memorial Park. 
 
Asst. Prosecutor Carter – Sorry, not to be overly particular, but also that is for one year?  The sunset 
provision for one year? 
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Councilman Langman – It might be because of the timeframe involved, by the time we bring it back 
and pass it and do all that.  I suggest we go two years to give it a fair shot through all the seasons.  
Obviously I don’t have a problem with one, but to make it a fair test, you have to go two years. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – How do other committee members feel about two years?  Okay, we’ll go with 
two years.  Again, we’re going to revisit this when we have our next meeting, so if we need to 
change that, we can. 
 
Councilman Van Ho – As we redraft the ordinance, I think we need to make sure we cover all the 
service dogs and seeing eye dogs and that.  They maybe covered by federal law, but I’d rather have 
it very specific. 
 
Chairwoman Jones – Right, we mentioned that.  If there are no other comments or questions, a 
motion to adjourn. 
 
Councilman O’Neill moved to adjourn.  Councilman Langman seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


